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PEACEFUL APPROACH (#1)

Lofty Cause (#4)

Curious Rumor (#6)

Exacta:  1-4/1-4-6, $4.  Tri:  1-4/1-4-6/1-3-4-5-6, $6.  Daily Double:  1-4/5-6, $4.      

PARKER’S
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Veteran drops into a claiming race for the first time of her career after facing much 
tougher at Portland over the fall/winter, she figures to be well bet in this spot.
Winner of two races here last year may be the quickest early, she also faced better 
last year and may prove tough to catch.
Steps up after a nice win over easier, should get a good stalking trip again.

WEAVEITTOBEAVER (#5)

K K’s Wonderwoman (#6)

Analysis Paralysis (#4)

Exacta:  5-6/4-5-6, $4.  Tri:  5-6/4-5-6/2-3-4-5-6, $6.  Pick 3:  5-6/3-7/5-6, $4.  

Game win when facing slightly easier in her last, she appears the quickest early 
in this spot and can make it two straight.
Lost by a nose to the top choice in her seasonal debut last, she draws well and 
again should be right there late.
Wide trip on a day where the inside was the place to be, obvious danger.

CALCULATED CHAOS (#3)

Lots of Prayers (#7)

Mister Breeze (#1)

Exacta:   3-7/1-3-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   3-7/1-3-7/1-2-3-4-7, $6.
Pick 3:  3-7/5-6/1-6, cost $4. 

Eight-year-old tailed off badly at the end of 2017 but he did run well early in the 
meet and shows a nice string of workouts leading up to his seasonal debut.
Couldn’t reach contention when a distant second in his first start of the year, but 
he looms the one to beat with expected improvement.
Dull try last and he drops to the lowest level of his career, he can’t be ignored.

SOLEMNLY SWEAR (#5)

Regazze Cat (#6)

Formal Joker (#4)

Exacta:  5-6/4-5-6, $4.  Tri:  5-6/4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $6.  Pick 3:  5-6/1-6/7-8, $4. 

Comes off a rest and his connections drop him way down to the bottom claiming 
price  and while he has questions to answer, he will be a big favorite.
Showed some early speed but tired when third in his first start of the year last, he 
has every right to improve today.
Exits the same heat as the second choice and he came back with a nice workout.

JUSTIFY (#7)

Good Magic (#5)

Quip (#1)

Exacta:   7/1-5, $2.                              Tri:  7/1-5/1-2-3-5-8, cost $4.

Couldn’t reach Justify in the Derby but he has improving speed figures every race 
and may give the Derby winner a big stretch battle.
Only two starts this year and both were excellent, appears best of the rest.

EKKEHART (#1)

One Dreamy Dude (#6)

Check and Raise (#3)

Exacta:  1-6/1-3-6, $4.  Tri:  1-6/1-3-6/1-3-5-6-7, $6.  Pick 3:  1-3-6/7-8/5-8, $6.

Four-year-old first time starter is bred to have good early speed, he goes for a 
barn that has them ready for their debuts and Bowen takes the call.
Been away over thirteen months but he did show ability in his races at Oaklawn 
Park and this barn does well with long layoff types.
Third pretty much throughout in his first start of the year, he could be the one.

Super:  7/1-5/1-2-3-5-8/all, $4.  SH5:  7/1-5/1-2-5/1-2-3-5-8/1-2-3-5-8, $24.

Super:  5-6/4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6/all, $4.80.  Pick 5:  5-6/1-3-6/7-8/5-8/6/, $12.  

Super:   3-7/1-3-7/1-2-3-4-7/all, $4.80.

Super:   5-6/4-5-6/2-3-4-5-6/all, $3.60.  Pick 7:  5-6/3/5-6/1-6/7-8/5-8/6, $6.40. 

Super: 1-4/1-4-6/1-3-4-5-6/all, $3.60.  Pick 3:  1-4/5-6/3-7, $4.  Pick 4:  1-4/5-6/3-7/5-6, $8.

Super:  1-6/1-3-6/1-3-5-6-7/all, $4.80.  Pick 4:  1-3-6/7-8/5-7-8/6, cost $9.

’

Undefeated colt was impressive while splashing home in his Derby win, he is 
likely to get another wet surface but either way clearly looks tough to bet against.
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BRIANA JEAN (#8)

Run Scout Run (#7)

Nightwalker (#6)

Exacta:   7-8/6-7-8, cost $4.

Couldn’t overcome a poor start when favored against much tougher last week, 
she draws outside and Bowen gets up, get a chance to make amends
Cruised to a nice score in good time when 8-1 in her last, she faces similar 
today and will track the top choice right from the start.
Second in a race she probably needed last, she is likely again for part.

Super:   7-8/6-7-8/1-3-6-7-8/a;;, $4.80.

ROYAL PRIVACY (#8)

Mixo (#5)

Alley Boss (#7)

Exacta:   5-8/5-7-8 Trifecta:   5-8/5-7-8/3-4-5-7-8, $6. 

Daily Double:  5-7-8/6, $3.

Speedy sort tired when 1/5 in a restricted stakes last but he draws outside his 
main pace rival and faces easier in this starter allowance.
Was taken off lasix and he has responded with some big races in Arizona, he 
received a perfect stalking trip last race and might get one again.
Given a short break after a big score last, very nice workout five days ago.

CRIMSON WARLOCK (#6)

Outdidya (#7)

Ryan Walt (#5)

Exacta:  6/5-7, 5-7/6, cost $4. Trifecta:  6/5-7/1-4-5-7, cost $3.

Lost by a head after battling throughout in a game effort last as he was in a 
three horse speed duel, the pace should be a bit slower today, edge.
Forced the pace and held on late for a win in his return to Emerald, he figures 
to sit right behind the top choice early, could repeat.
Overcame early trouble for an upset win last, extra distance is in his favor.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Saturday Afternoon, May 19th, 2018

Super:   6/5-7/1-4-5-7/1-3-4-5-7, $1.80.

Super:   5-8/5-7-8/3-4-5-7-8/all, $6.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

CRIMSON WARLOCK in the eighth. MIXO in the seventh.

Today’s Exotic Play: 

Race 6, $1 Exacta:  7-8/6-7-8, cost $4.

Exacta:  7-8/6-7-8/1-3-6-7-8, $6.

Pick 3:  7-8/5-7-8/6, $6.
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RED LIVY (#6)
Giant Mongolian (#1)

Lori’s Attitude (#4)

CARNIVOROUS (#3)
Takeo Squared (#2)

Luck’s Royal Flush (#1)

CATFISH HUNTER (#4)
Insubordination (#2)

Caray (#5)

CALIFORNIA BREEZE (#2)
Brandon’s Law (#10)

Mongolian Humor (#3)

TRAP QUEEN (#2)
Myrcella (#8)

Majestic Diva (#7)

SWISS MINISTER (#2)
Best Two Minutes (#8)

Catalina Cruiser (#4)

JIMMY CHILA (#4)
Rumpus Cat (#10)

Facts Matter (#8)

KETOS (#8)
Bargaining (#4)
Eighty Three (#2)
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Santa Anita Hastings Park Golden Gate

Race Selections for Saturday, May 19th, 2018

HOW ABOUT ZERO (#10)
Shy Carmelita (#9)

Cordiality (#8)

CATCH ME (#2)
Good as They Get (#3)

Access This (#5)

SHAYLA’S ROSE (#6)
P G Star (#2)

Hippie (#3)

ACHARNEMENT (#1)
Under Par (#6)

Lookout Taylor (#)

GOLD GIRL (#3)
Proudly Notised (#2)

Swagger Cat (#4)

CRAFTY MEMORY (#10)
Future Games (#4)

Bama (#5)

IMPOSING CAT (#4)
Martello (#6)

Presidential Bird (#2)

TOTAL DEFENSE (#2)
Flaming Youth (#1)

Forest Bliss (#6)

Race 11, 12, Santa Anita:

SWAYZE (#8)
Sheer Flattery (#1)

Ike Walker (#9)

EXCENTRA (#1)
Sunset City (#4)

Latin Charm (#2)

ALOHA SPIRIT (#1)
I’m Tough #(2)

Del Mar Diva (#5)

RATTLE (#1)
Night Of Idiots (#3)

Downwind (#6)

SAINT ADALBERT (#4)
Synnin (#6)

Giopress (#3)

PEAKED (#4)
Tiz Deliteful (#5)

Propeppy (#3)

TOP TIZZY (#6)
Savannah Slew (#4)

Award It (#1)

PEPPERINO (#4)
Mr. Gee’s Journey (#3)

Kona Breeze (#7)

RUN LIKE RHETT (#1)
White Falcon (#5)
Marq One (#6)

MINER HEAT (#5)
Night At the Opera (#3)

J T’s A.T.M. (#7)

CATTERING (#7)
Desert Mama (#9)

Meanee (#2)

NOVA (#12)
Poise to Strike (#4)

Perfect Wager (#1)

CROWN THE KITTEN (#3)
Trifecta (#2)

General Ike (#12)


